Information processing functions are essential for biological organisms to perceive and react to their complex enviornment, as well as for human to analyze and rationalize them. While our brain has an extraordinary power to process complex information, winner(s)-take-all computation is one of the simplest models of lateral inhibition and competition among biological neurons. It has been implemented as DNA-based neural networks, for example, to mimic pattern recognition. However, the utility of DNA-based computation in information processing for real biotechnological applications remains to be demonstrated. In this paper, we developed a winner(s)take-all method for non-linear amplification of mixtures of DNA sequences. Unlike conventional biological experiments, selected species were not directly subjected to analysis. Instead, parallel computation among myriad of different DNA sequences was carried out with a neural network-inspired winner-take-all function, to reduce the information complexity. The method could be used for various oligonucleotideencoded libraries, as we have demonstrated its application in decoding and data analysis for selection experiment with DNA-encoded chemical library against protein target.
Introduction
As the medium to encode genetic information, DNA has in recent years found many new applications, e.g. encoding chemical structures of combinatorial libraries, to form self-assembled nanostructures, computation and data storage [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, different from the high-fidelity DNA synthesis by DNA polymerase in cell replication cycles, both chemical synthesis and sequencing of DNA are error-prone. For example, in the construction of DNA-encoded chemical library (DEL), mistakes can be caused by side reactions and low reactivity in the combinatorial chemical library synthesis (Figure 1a , i ), as well as in the encoding procedure (Fiure 1a, ii) 5, 6 . The affinitybased selection protocols with immobilized target proteins on polymer matrices may yield to decoding artifacts due to promiscuous interaction and protein misfolding (Figure 1a , iii and iv). PCR and NGS steps can also cause remarkable biases, while the difference in GC content is the most known origin (Figure 1a , v,vi,and vii) 7 .
Indeed, the evaluation of the selection is typically accomplished by ranking the NGSsequence counts and it is based on the assumption that the binding affinity of the detected SMC (small molecular compound) to the native target protein, the amount of SMC-DNA conjugate captured on the polymer matrix, the PCR amplification, and the NGS reads are linearly correlated (Figure 1a) . Unfortunately, errors and biases accumulate over the steps, and poor correlations between the measured binding affinities of selected compounds to target protein and the counts have frequently been observed 5, 8 . DELs with more sophisticated structures have been constructed in recent years, exacerbating the problem by adding more synthetic and DNAmanipulation steps [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . While the challenges are associated with individual chemical and biochemical reactions, people also started to use statistic tools in data analysis [14] [15] [16] . However, as another undesired consequence of increasing library size, NGS cannot provide sufficient sequencing depth for comprehensive statistical analysis.
While all these artifacts associated with DEL (Figure 1a ) compromise linearity, we ask whether the quest for linearity could be ultimately avoided. Systems with linearity is essential for many technologies developed by human, as it simplifies the ways how we collect, analyze, process, and respond to different signals. However, there are many other more complex processes which cannot be reduced to a linear model (e.g. drug screening using DEL). On the other hand, linearity is often not intrinsic in biology, while winner-take-all, and probably more often, winners-take-all are among the simplest and powerful competitive models for evolution, as well as for neural networks and recognition 17, 18 . In this work, we aim to develop a bio-inspired winner(s)-take-all function for non-linear amplification of DNA-Encoded Library (NADEL). If the affinity captured SMC-DNA conjugates could be subjected to a nonlinear procedure, through which only those most enriched member(s) can survive and be amplified, the downstream selection data analysis could be remarkably cheaper and faster, even possible with Sanger sequencing.
Result
The conceptual workflow of the Non-linear Amplification of DEL (NADEL) is described in Figure 1b . Reshuffling a mixture of double stranded DNA carrying a randomized sequence region at denaturation temperature results in the formation of heteroduplexes, which can be selectively cleaved by mismatch-specific endonucleases such as surveyor nuclease, a widely used enzyme for mutation detection and error correction in synthetic DNA with high specificity [19] [20] [21] [22] . During the reshuffling process, the relatively more abundant sequences have higher probabilities to form homoduplexes, thus are prevented from cleavage. The homoduplexes, as the "winners" from this process, but not the fragments from the cleaved heteroduplexes can be further amplified by PCR. The homoduplexes enriched sample can be then either purified and sequenced, or subjected to next NADEL cycle to further enhance the content of winner(s). In order to build a molecular circuit to realize the non-linear amplification of DNA information and winner(s)-take-all function, we first simulated the amplification processes of various mixtures containing ten different DNA sequences (Figure 1 and Figure S2) (Figure 1c) . For a mixture with more than one major component (Figure 1d and Figure S2) , high ‫ݔ‬ value is needed to eliminate the members of relatively low abundance. Moreover, depending on the initial ratios of different members, it could lead to more than one major species in the final mixture (winners-take-all).
To further test the experimental application of NADEL concepts, we designed a small library of 10 DNA sequences with codes of 20 nt (Figure 2a were sufficient to read the most abundant sequence S 1 without error (Figure 2c, 2d, and figure S3 ).
The more challenging samples are G 0 and F 0 , in which two sequences (S 1 and S 2 ) are in comparable excess (i.e., mimicking the presence of multiple equally strong binders after library selection). G 0 could be particularly difficult, because both sequences are in equal amount. Interestingly, a single NADEL cycle of F 0 led to the unambiguous identification of S 1 (Figure S3b) . Differently, after the first NADEL cycle (G 1 , Figure S3f ), the sequencing profile remained very noisy, while the noise has remarkably decreased following three NADEL cycles (G 3 , Figure 2d) . Eventually, reading the major peaks and the overlapping signals underneath, S 1 and S 2 could be both sequences fully retrieved (Figure 2d) . As conceptually anticipated, this result demonstrates that when there are more than one major species in relatively similar amount, NADEL cycles may lead to more than one major species in the final mixture (winners-take-all). As we will show later, when analyzing the samples from real selection experiments using NGS, multiple "winner" sequences can be co-evolved against other "loser" sequences. The experiments also allowed us to empirically estimate the x value above 1.4 for this 10-member library.
As DEL library are typically constructed comprising more coding domanins, we then tested the NADEL method with a DNA library containing two code regions (Figure   3a ). The code regions 1 and 2 contain 309 and 18 different sub-code sequences, 25
bp and 21 bp, respectively. The sub-codes are designed to ensure the difference between any pair > 8. The 5562-member library contains sequence Q , which accounts for 20% of the total DNA library mole (Figure 3a) . The non-linear amplification of Q vs. the other 5561 sequences over NADEL cycles was simulated (Figure 3b) . Because of the additional constant domain between the two coding regions, the NADEL efficacy is expected to be lower than that for a single coding region.
The mole ratio of sub-code 1 of Q to every other sub-code 1 sequence is 77:1; and the ratio of Q sub-code 2 to every other sub-code 2 sequence is 4.25:1. This design will allow us not only to test the NADEL method in a combinatorial library setup but also to evaluate its efficacy in simultaneously resolving coding regions on the same oligonucleotide with different randomization grade (e.g., sub-code 1 309-member vs.
sub-code 2 18-member). Through the four NADEL cycles, the noise of sequencing profiles reduced gradually. Interestingly, after four cycles, the sequencing profile of code region 1 can be unambiguously assigned to the sub-code 1 of Q with zero error, while that of code region 2 contains six errors (Figure 3c ; errors in lower case).
Neverthelss, the obtained sequence can still be assigned to the sub-code of Q, as they show the least hamming distance, as compared to the other library members ( Table S3 ). The application of NADEL in decoding analysis is more powerful for subcode region of large size, as the "winner(s)" can be more dominant over the other background noise sequences. It is important to note that by using different primers, In order to test the utility of NADEL with a real DEL library, we performed selection experiment against protein target P using a DEL of 274 compounds with one code region of 20 nt (the identity of the target protein is not relevant to this study). The 274
DNA codes are designed to ensure the difference between any pair of sequences > 8. The NADEL cycles were followed by agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 4a) . The sequencing profiles of the sample after selection P 0 , and the samples P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 have shown a gradual reduction of noise over the NADEL cycles (Figure 4b) .
Intriguingly, Sanger sequencing chromatogram could be deconvoluted into two coding sequences X and Y from major peaks and secondary signals respectively. To confirm this result, the samples were subjected to NGS (Illumina). In figure 4c and 4d, the NGS relative abundances for all codes were plotted for samples P 0 -P 3 .
While only a few enriched codes have shown a gradual increase of relative abundance, many codes that could be read in P 0 cannot be detected in P 3 . Before NADEL treatment (P 0 ), there is no code with zero read, whereas the numbers of codes with zero read in samples P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 are 3, 6, and 15, respectively. As expected, the top two of the three codes which became dominant after NADEL cycles (Figure 4c) , were revealed to be X and Y, in good agreement with the Sanger sequencing result. Moreover, their relative abundances increased over the cycles, counting for more than 87 % of total reads after the third NADEL cycle, while the changes for code Z were small.
The NGS result also allows us to trace the fate of each code through the NADEL cycles. Except for codes X and Y, 269 codes have shown reduced relative abundance in P 3 as compared to P 0 . Moreover, 204 out of the 269 codes have shown a step-by-step decrease through the entire process. This demonstrates that the nonlinear process does not have a strong sequence bias.
Discussion
With the NADEL approach, computation among different DNA sequences was carried out with a neural network-inspired winner-take-all function, to reduce the information complexity. Also different from traditional silicon-based computer technologies, the massive parallelism associated with DNA computing is especially attractive for huge DELs. DEL experiments involve multiple steps, and each of them can undermine the linear correlation between sequence counts and the number of affinity captured compounds by target protein (Figure 1a) . In selection experiment, enriched species are directly subjected to NGS analysis. However, with the tremendous increase of DEL size, it becomes increasingly difficult for NGS to provide sufficient sequencing depth allowing over-sampling and comprehensive statistical analysis. For example, the first NGS-decoded DEL has 4000 compounds in 2008, while DEL with 4 x 10 13 compounds has been recently announced 1, 23 . Although the non-linear information processing method cannot provide a direct solution to these problems, NADEL method allows reducing the complexity of the selection output and more confidently focusing on just a few potential candidates at the end of the selection campaign, which can be further validated by affinity measurements and inhibition assays. The selection experiment results shown in Figure 4 as well as the model samples E and G (Figure 2) represent typical experimental situations observed in DEL screening, where multiple codes with counts above a cutoff are considered as candidates. By applying NADEL cycles, we demonstrate that it is possible to rapidly and conveniently narrow down the candidate list without losing key information.
The high cost of library synthesis and NGS, as well as the sophisticated decoding and data analysis have frequently hindered the wide application of DEL technology.
Our results have demonstrated that it is possible to read the enriched sequences after NADEL cycles using Sanger sequencing. Therefore, while many laboratories can perform peptide/protein display or SELEX experiments by means of costeffective and fast Sanger sequencing, NADEL offers a simple alternative for DEL decoding and data analysis. At the cost of using relatively long sequences to encode chemical structures, deconvolution of sequencing data can reveal multiple codes, especially when a retrievable algorithm is applied in code design 24 .
DEL technology will advance through improving library synthesis, or by suppressing the promiscuous interactions using in-solution or on-cell selection methodology 25-27 , or by implementing new techniques in decoding and data analysis. The winner(s)take-all approach does not aim to replace these efforts to improve the linearity of DEL. However, by mimicking the lateral inhibition and competition among biological neurons in information processing, the winner(s)-take-all function can provide us with an alternative perspective for future DEL data analysis. Moreover, the non-linear amplification method can also be used to build molecular circuits to accomplish other sophisticated tasks. Recently Cherry et al. developed a two-species winner-take-all reaction, which has been successfully used to classify 10 X 10 patterns of handwritten digits '1' to '9' 28 . NADEL can extend the two-species system to multiplex systems of eventually any number, allowing for the construction of neural networks reflecting the complexity of real world, while many NADEL experiments can be performed in parallel. Since manual NADEL implementation remain relatively cumbersome, as 4 cycles need 2 days, future automation will be very useful both to accelerate NADEL-based decoding and data analysis, as well as for building more sophisticated neural networks. 
